
DEEP STATE 
TRAINING



  

Possible uses: 

• Relaxation  

• Hypnotic inductions 

• Creating inner desired changes 

“The hypnagogic state is con-
sidered by many to be a genius 
state, without boundaries or any 

limitations.”  

― Brian L. Weiss

Hypnolumiere is a mind driven brainwave en-
trainment system that will help you reach deep 
hypnagogic trance states. The lamp stimulates 
your mind through a sequence of flickering lights 
in order to create powerful colourful Kaleidoscop-
ic images, psychedelic forms and sacred geo-
metric mandala like shapes. 


The Hypnolumiere and the Vilistus Neurofeed-
back system will benefit your practice by offering 
deep state training that will allow you to create 
and maintain desired changes.

HYPNOLUMIERE

• Hypnagogic States 

• Creative States 

• Deep Meditation  

•  Altered states of consciousness 



 

Full Feedback Loop 
Hypnolumiere works in conjunction 
with the Vilistus neurofeedback sys-
tem.

The Vilistus is an ideal full biofeedback 
and neurofeedback system that is be-
ing used around the world by thera-
pists, researchers, educators and high 
performance trainers as well as people 
using it at home for self improvement.

Hypnolumiere can be used as both a 
feed-back and feed-forward system.

Used as a feed-back system, the Vilis-
tus will read your brainwaves and will 
calculate the right frequency to be 
sent to the hypnolumiere to enhance 
your experience and bring you or the 
subject to a desired state.

Hypnolumiere could also be used as a 
simple feed-forward system as it of-
fers a wide range of colours. You can 
associate your favourite colours to 
certain brain states and train yourself 
to them without having to look at a pc 
screen.


Standalone 
Hypnolumiere also works as a stand 
alone system; we provide a series of 
sessions files that are designed to 
give you various different amazing 
experiences.

In our stand alone sessions you will 
find a Hypnogogic session that will 
bring you into a world of vivid 
colours and forms that are entirely 
generated by your own mind.

You will also find sessions that will 
help you to unleash your creativity, 
improve your learning skills, reach 
Zen like states and help you to go to 
sleep.

We are constantly creating more 
sessions to offer you a variety of dif-
ferent experiences.

Hypnolumiere can also be used for 
colour therapy; allowing you to select 
any colour that you may require for 
your session.


The Hypnolumiere EEG Feedback 

The Hypnolumiere is a light neuro-signaling system that connects to the Vilistus Neurofeedback System . The Vilistus Neurofeedback system will check your 
brainwaves in real time and will send the correct frequency to the Hypnolumiere to enhance your experience.


Hypnolumiere is a fully programmable stroboscopic lighting system consisting of 3 bright white LEDs and multiple arrays of colour LEDs.


Safety : 

• The Lamp would be safe when used with eye closed and should never be used eye open.


• It is countra indicated due to its stroboscopic function to people suffering from epilepsy.


• The use of bright light makes it also countra indicated to people who suffer from light sen-
sitivity.




 

The Vilistus Neurofeedback System  

•Simple to Use 
• Ideal for Home Training 
•Comprehensive Support 
•Highly Portable 
•Comprehensive Feedback 
•Multi-person Capability 
•Extensive range of sensors 
•Biometric Recording 
•Quality Signals and High Speed Data 
•Programmers API 
•Get more information Behind

We've designed the Neurofeedback Personal Training Pack to be 
simple to use right out of the box.

From providing a BraiNet 10-20 template to give accurate place-
ment of electrodes through to the extremely easy to use Vilistus/Pro 
software, you can be up and running in minutes

But don't let the ease of use fool you, the Neurofeedback Personal 
Training Pack is fully featured and is being used around the world by 
therapists, researchers, educators and high performance trainers as 
well as people using it at home for self improvement.

Use our training protocols or develop your own! Out of the box, you 
can train for relaxation, peak performance and focus/attention, or 
just use it for brainwave monitoring.

Get better at your chosen sport, concentrate in the classroom or the 
boardroom and learn to keep your energy levels up.



 

Hypnolumiere Personal Entrainment System (PES)

Hypnolumiere PES is the new multi-layered approach to stimulating 
creativity and visualisation. 

With Hypnolumiere Special Edition, you get 4 ultra-bright RGB 
LED’s allowing upto TWO MILLION different colour combinations. 
Separately programmable, the LEDS in the Hypnolumiere PES 
glasses provide a stunning visual experience and the opportunity to 
enjoy solid Ganzfeld lighting that varies in hue and brightness. 

Add the hypnagogic entrainment option which adds bright-white 
LEDS to deliver the most flexible, portable and powerful entrainment 
experience available today,

But… You can only go so far with entrainment; what’s really required 
is dynamic monitoring of internal brain waves and adapting the out-
put of the Personal Entrainment System to ensure the most accu-
rate  and immediate change of state. With Hypnolumiere’s personal 
feedback option we combine the Personal Entrainment System with 
market leading neurofeedback to deliver entrainment and feedback 
simultaneously.

Personal Entrainment and neurofeedback. A unique combination 
available today from Hypnolumiere.



 

Hypnolumiere Personal Entrainment System (PES) - Your Options

Hypnolumiere PES Hypnolumiere PES with 
hypnagogia

Hypnolumiere PES with 
hypnagogia and feedback

Hypnolumiere PES, 
hypnagogia lamp  and 

feedback

Glasses with RGB LEDS X X X X

Audio Visual Entrainment 
programs

20 60 100 100

Program Editor X X X

Glasses with white LEDS X X X

Glasses Hynpagagia 
program

X X X

Audio Visual Entrainment 
with feedback

X X

Hypnagogia with feedback X X

Hypnagogia lamp with 
feedback

X

£190 £325 £995 £3995



 

Contact us to get your quote: 

+44 (0) 1 931 714053


Email us : info@hypnolumiere.com

mailto:info@hypnolumiere.com
mailto:info@hypnolumiere.com

